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Author’s response to reviews:

Corrections

• Regarding the last reviewers comments we corrected the following:

  o Page 11 subtitle “Substance Abuse and comorbidities” paragraph 1 line 9: The legend “table 3” was changed to “table 2” which the correct table related to in the paragraph

  o Page 12 subtitle “Drug Use and Polypharmacy” paragraph 1 line 2: a new decimal was added to the number 7.8 (changed to 7.88) so that it is the same number mentioned in table 3

  o Page 13 subtitle “Drug use and polypharmacy” paragraph 3 line 3: olanzapine 22% was changed to olanzapine 22.9% which is the same number written in table 3

  o Page 13 subtitle “Drug use and polypharmacy” paragraph 3 line 1-3: the first 3 lines of the paragraph were restructured to make it clear that Haloperidol has 2 presentations that when combined add up to 30% of prescription.
Page 13 subtitle “Drug use and polypharmacy” paragraph 4 line 4: the legend “table 2” was changed for “table 3” which is the table that the paragraph refers to.